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Supplements 1-14 have Authors sections only; supplements 15- include an additional section: Parasite-subject catalogue.
This is an up-to-date zoology lab manual, which can be used with any general zoology text on the market.
The Encyclopedia of Environment and Society brings together multiplying issues, concepts, theories, examples, problems, and policies, with the goal of clearly explicating an emerging way of thinking about people and nature. With more than 1,200 entries written by experts from
incredibly diverse fields, this innovative resource is a first step toward diving into the deep pool of emerging knowledge. The five volumes of this Encyclopedia represent more than a catalogue of terms. Rather, they capture the spirit of the moment, a fascinating time when global
warming and genetic engineering represent only two of the most obvious examples of socio-environmental issues.
Discusses the evoution of plant and animal life from the Silurian period to the middle Triassic epoch, from the migration of life from the sea to the land, to the appearance of large-bodied mammals and dinosaurs.
Richard Dawkins en Yan Wong nemen ons mee op een opwindende, omgekeerde reis door vier miljard jaar evolutie, van de hedendaagse mens terug naar de microbiële oorsprong van het leven. Naast mensen komen we onderweg ook dieren, planten en bacteriën tegen, ieder met een
eigen verhaal. Vrijwel elke pagina in deze nieuwe uitgave is aangepast op basis van de resultaten van recente onderzoeken. Zo leidden nieuwe ontwikkelingen in DNA-onderzoek tot aanzienlijke herzieningen van de verhalen van onder andere de mitochondriale Eva, de bonobo, de
olifantsvogel en de longvis. Het resultaat is een volledig bijgewerkte editie van een van de meest originele verslagen van de evolutie ooit geschreven.
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Combining research approaches from biology, philosophy and linguistics, the field of Biosemiotics proposes that animals, plants and single cells all engage in semiosis – the conversion of objective signals into conventional signs. This has important implications and applications for issues ranging from natural selection to animal behavior and human psychology, leaving
biosemiotics at the cutting edge of the research on the fundamentals of life. Drawing on an international expertise, the book details the history and study of biosemiotics, and provides a state-of-the-art summary of the current work in this new field. And, with relevance to a wide range of disciplines – from linguistics and semiotics to evolutionary phenomena and the
philosophy of biology – the book provides an important text for both students and established researchers, while marking a vital step in the evolution of a new biological paradigm.
The 9th edition of Zoology continues to offer students an introductory general zoology text that is manageable in size and adaptable to a variety of course formats. It is a principles-oriented text written for the non-majors or the combined course, presented at the freshman and sophomore level. New to the 9th edition are Learning Outcomes and Learning Outcome Review
questions. Learning Outcomes help students identify and focus on the major concepts of each chapter. Learning Outcomes Review questions conclude each major concept to reinforce critical concepts students have just studied and include critical thinking questions that assess their understanding of those concepts. Introducing Connect Zoology! For the first time in this
discipline Connect and Connect Plus allow instructors to provide auto-gradable and interactive assessment material tied to learning outcomes and provide students better integration through live ebook links to animations, videos and audio assets.
This is the third in a series of catalogs and bibliographies of the Cicadoidea covering 1981-2010. The work summarizes the cicada literature, providing a means for easy access to information previously published on a particular species or to allow researchers the ability to locate similar work that has been published on other species. A total of 2,591 references are
included in the bibliography. The book is a source of biological and systematic information that could be used by zoologists, entomologists, individuals interested in crop protection, and students studying entomology as well as anyone interested in cicadas or who require specific information on the insects. Each genus/species is identified with the reference, the page
number, any figures (if applicable), the topics covered by the reference, any synonymies, and any biogeographic information mentioned for the species in the individual reference. An added benefit to the catalog is that it is the first complete species list for the Cicadoidea, including all synonymies and new combinations through 2012. Provides nearly four times the
number of references of the previous catalog, demonstrating the explosion of data since that time Contains all references found that mention a genus or species name in the work Includes more than 300 additional references that were not in the two previous works on this subject Features the first complete species list for the Cicadoidea, including all synonymies
Mensen zijn voor 98% genetisch gelijk aan de gewone aap en de dwergchimpansee. Hoe is het dan te verklaren dat wij in staat zijn beschavingen, talen, godsdiensten en wetenschappen te ontwikkelen maar ook om dat in een oogwenk weer te vernietigen? Diamond schreef een baanbrekend, onderhoudend en soms schokkend boek over dat unieke schepsel en zijn
evolutie: de derde chimpansee die mens heet. Scherp geschreven, een genot om te lezen. Deze uitdagende stijl van het boek dwingt de lezer ertoe zich grondig te bezinnen op het raadsel van de menselijke evolutie.? New York Times Book Review Jared Diamond is hoogleraar fysiologie in Los Angeles. Hij verricht onderzoek op het terrein van de evolutionaire biologie
en is bekend als internationale bestsellerauteur van onder andere Zwaarden, paarden en ziektekiemen en Ondergang.
Enables researchers to assess the effects of endocrine disrupters as well as comply with new environmental regulations Endocrine disrupters are chemicals—both man-made and natural—that interfere with the body's endocrine system, potentially resulting in adverse developmental, reproductive, neurological, and immune effects. In recent years, a number of regulatory
authorities around the world have drafted or enacted legislation that requires the detection and assessment of the effects of endocrine disrupters on both humans and wildlife. In response, this book provides comprehensive, up-to-date information on the latest tested and proven methods used to detect and assess the environmental hazards posed by endocrinedisrupting chemicals. Endocrine Disrupters is divided into chapters covering each major taxon as well as chapters dedicated to hazard assessment and regulation. The book covers testing methods for all the vertebrate groups and several invertebrate phyla, including: Crustaceans and mollusks Insects Fish Amphibians and reptiles Birds and mammals Moreover, the
book emphasizes practical, ethical testing methods that combine sensitivity, efficiency, statistical power, and reasonable cost. Each chapter is written by one or more international experts in ecotoxicology, offering readers step-by-step guidance for implementing each method based on the latest research and the authors' firsthand laboratory experience. Furthermore, all
the chapters have been subjected to a rigorous peer review and edited in light of the reviewers' comments. References at the end of each chapter guide readers to the literature in the field. Endocrine Disrupters is recommended for scientists who need to test chemicals for possible endocrine-disrupting properties. It is also recommended for regulatory authorities who
need to decide whether particular chemicals can be safely marketed.
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Principles-oriented introductory zoology text for non-majors or combined majors/non-majors (freshman-sophomore level). An introductory general zoology text that is manageable in size and adaptable to a variety of course formats
Arranged logically to follow the most widely adopted course structure, this text will leave students with a full understanding of the unique structure, function, and living patterns of all vertebrates.
This black-and-white laboratory manual is designed to provide a broad, one-semester introduction to zoology. The manual contains observational and investigative exercises that explore the anatomy, physiology, behavior, and ecology of the major invertebrate and vertebrate groups. This manual is designed to be used in conjunction with Van De
Graaff’s Photographic Atlas for the Zoology Laboratory, 8e.
Zoology offers students an introductory general zoology text that is manageable in size and adaptable to a variety of course formats. New to the 9th edition are Learning Outcomes and Learning Outcome Review questions. Learning Outcomes help students identify and focus on the major concepts of each chapter. Learning Outcomes Review
questions conclude each major concept to reinforce critical concepts students have just studied and include critical thinking questions that assess their understanding of those concepts. Includes Print Student Edition
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This work is a comprehensive, thoroughly annotated directory filled with hundreds of esteemed resources published in the field of zoology.
DNA Technology, Second Edition, is a survey of biotechnology written to enlighten readers about the breakthroughs made possible by the science and technologies associated with current DNA research. Ed Alcamo gives the educated layperson a survey of DNA by presenting a
brief history of genetics, a clear outline of techniques that are in use, and indications of breakthroughs in cloning and other DNA advances. Appropriate for a wide range of courses for non-biology majors, including a ÒDNA for Lawyers course or allied health and nursing
courses. After reading this book, individuals will feel more confident in their ability to understand contemporary newspaper and magazines articles referring to DNA technology and human genetics. Business people will make more confident decisions in their dealings with
biotechnology issues. Lawyers and jurists will have a better appreciation of DNA fingerprinting. Persons with genetic disease will have a clearer understanding of their afflictions and understand the bases for possible cures. Agriculturists will have insight to the genetic
basis for gene-altered plants and animals. And the general public will better appreciate the nature and reasons for the Human Genome Project now in progress.
This CD-ROM provides students in the whole animal Biology courses such as General Zoology, Invertebrate Zoology and Vertebrate Zoology with an interactive guide to the specimens and materials that they will be studying in their laboratory and lecture sessions. Lab modules
are the biggest components of Digital Zoology, and each contain illustrations, photographs and annotations of the major structure of organisms and microscope slides commercially available from the suppliers used by high schools and universities. Lab modules are combined
with explanations of the various animal groups and interactive cladograms that allow students to investigate the major evolutionary events that have given rise to the tremendous diversity of animals that we find on the planet.
The new 7th edition of "Zoology" continues to offer students an introductory general zoology text that is manageable in size and adaptable to a variety of course formats. It is a principles-oriented text written for the non-majors or the combined course, presented at the
freshman and sophomore level. "Zoology" is organized into three parts. Part One covers the common life processes, including cell and tissue structure and function, the genetic basis of evolution, and the evolutionary and ecological principles that unify all life. Part Two
is the survey of protists and animals, emphasizing evolutionary and ecological relationships, aspects of animal organization that unite major animal phyla, and animal adaptations. Part Three covers animal form and function using a comparative approach. This approach
includes descriptions and full-color artwork that depict evolutionary changes in the structure and function of selected organ systems.
An interactive introduction to working with animals Zoology for Kids invites the next generation of zoologists to discover the animal kingdom through clear, entertaining information and anecdotes, lush color photos, hands-on activities, and peer-reviewed research. Young
minds are introduced to zoology as a science by discussing animals' forms, functions, and behaviors as well as the history behind zoos and aquariums. Related activities include baking edible animal cells, playing a dolphin-echolocation game, and practicing designing an
exhibit. Young readers can peek into the world of zookeepers and aquarists, veterinarians, wildlife researchers, and conservationists as they “train” their friends, mold a tiger's jawbone, and perform field research in their own backyard. This engaging resource provides
readers with new knowledge, a healthy respect for the animal kingdom, and the idea that they can pursue animal-related careers and make a difference to preserve and protect the natural world.
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Zoology for Kids
The Animal Kingdom
This is a principles-orientated introductory zoology text for non-majors or combined majors/non-majors (freshman-sophomore level). Topics include biological principles, cell division and inheritance, ecological perspectives, and animal-like protista and animalia.
Discusses the Cambrian era in Earth's history, when the first forms of life appeared and began to flourish and evolve.
Het verhaal van onze voorouder
March Onto Land
The Cambrian Period
Loose Leaf Zoology with Connect Access Card
Digital Zoology Version 2.0
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